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Chapter I 
Introduction 
Authorities estimate that from twenty to forty per 
cent of the school population read at a level that ia not 
in keeping with their mental capacity (Schiffman, 1962). 
Such estimates have aroused increasing interest in the 
nature and cause ot reading retardation. Poor teaching 
methods, impaired vision and hearing, emotional disorders, 
lack ot stimulating home environment, brain damage, and 
subnormal mentality have been found to be associated with 
reading difficulty� These factors bear an obvious causal 
relationship to reading retardation, and when correction 
ot the underlying causative condition can be and has 
been achieved, reading improvement ueually results. 
In many instance,, however, severe reading retardation 
occurs in the assumed absence ot obvious or easily detect­
able associated deficits. Severe reading impairment 
occurring in children who appear to be normal in other 
respects has been referred to by a boat of names, some ot
which are word-blindness, atrephosymbol1a, epecitic 
reading disability, specific language disability, dyslexia, 
1 
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developmental d7alexia, congenital dyslexia and epecitic 
dyslexia. 
Some ot the common reading characteristic• ot retarded 
readers are (a) failure to recognise letter• ot the alpha­
bet, (b) failure to recognize words, (c) lack or word 
attack skills, (d) inability to consolidate isolated 
phonics into .meaningful wholes, (e) ditficult7_maintaining 
' ' . '  j 
a lett-z-ight direction, {r) . �h9ppy, word-by-word .oral 
' ' ., ' ' . , 
reading, (g) frequent latter .�d vord reversals,; (h) wo.rd 
gueeain,g, and_, (1) omieai_ona (Rabinovitch et al., 19S4; 
Saunders, 1962).
Money (1962) states that "lt is a aimple matter to 
identity reading retardation, but far from simple to make 
the differential diagnosis ot specific dyslexia L-P• 15J. n
He indicates �hat only a.small minority ot children reading 
b�low grade level wo.uld be children. with specific d7e•, 
lexia •. B.e.binovitch (1962) alao emphasized the need tor 
differential diagnosis in reading retardation:and •ent on 
to say that ttcriteria .tor dit!e�ential diagnosie are still 
uncertain and the problem is complicated by much overlap. 
L-p. ?SJ. a In an att�m�t at.differential diagnosis,
Rabinovitch et al. (1954) ref'err.ed to retarded readers
with known brain damage or suspected.neurologica� deficits
aa a "primary" reading retardation group, �nd_to those with 
normal potential tor learning to read which had not been
utilized because ot exogeneoua tactora auch as negativism
3 
or emotional blocking aa a "secondary" reading retardation 
group. He i_ndicated, that moat inveatigatoi-e would probably 
ref.er to the_ "primary" group _aa "dyalexics" (B.abinovitch, 
1_962). . A aigniticantly higher mean Pertormanc_e than• Verbal 
IQ in the primary group _and _a., significantly emaller. dis­
crepancy in tavor of Performance IQ in the secondary group 
was also reported by Rabinovitch et al. (1954).
Clinical atudiea h�ve conaiatently indicated a higher 
rate ot r�ading retardation among boys than among girls, 
with estimates uauall7 exceeding 4 to l. Rabinovitch et 
al. (1954) reported that there were no girls in the primary 
(dyslexic) group ot retarded readers. Reaulte ot field 
atudiea, however, have indicated that thia male preponder­
ance ia not so great. lUsenburg (1966) tound the rate to 
be elightl7 more than twice aa great tor boya. Hermann 
(1959) wrote, n ••• a more thorough knowledge of word­
blind tamiliea indicates quite clearl7 that although the 
girls are in the. minority with regard to word-blindness, 
the distribution is not ao unequal that they constitute 
onl1 2Sj LPP• es-s6J.• Ha.llgren•s (19.50) extensive 
statistical analyse• or data derived trom hundreds ot caaea 
indicated that the sex distribution ot specitic dyslexia 
in the normal population does not differ appreciably trom 
the normal sex distribution. Some authorities speculate 
that boJa. ,uttering from d7slexia are more often reterred 
to clinics because society placea greater emphaeia on 
4 
academic success ot the male. Wagner (1970) stated that 
ttGirls seem to be.leas affected by emotional reaction� to 
failure:than.boya in the same way. a.a.the ratio or �oya to 
girl a ia. disproportionate ( approximately 4 al).". .It. this 
. is �he caae,. it seems• likelf that •.mala dyslexics. w�uld 
exhibit .more severe behavio.� problems at home and .,at• 
school, ·perhaps. reaulting in more frequent 1'.'&ferrale to 
clinics by parents 4nd teacher•• 
Doehring (1968) summarized many nonr•ading deficits 
found to be aaae>ciated with specific reading disability, 
among w�ich.were:. (a).mixed dominance (Orton, 1937), 
(b} left""'right disorientation (Hermann, 1959), (o) dis­
turbances ot calculation abilities, finger localization, 
writing, and directional confuaion,: i.e. Gerstmann S7n­
drome (Kinsbourne · & Warrington, 1966), (d) endocrine . , 
disorders (Smith & Carrigan, 1959), (e) immaturity ot
Gestalt functioning (de Hirsch, 1954}, and (t) delayed 
maturation ot perceptual abilities (Birch, 1962). 
Such diversity ot aasociated.nonreading deficits led 
Doehring to question the appropriateneaa of the often used 
term "apecitie• in �eferring to children with reading 
disability. In an attempt to.determine the degree of 
specificity ot reading disability in retarded.readers, he 
conducted a comprehensive aurve1 ot reading and nonreading 
abilities ot retarded readers. A battery ot 109. teeta, 
selected to aample a wide variety of reading and ·nonreading 
' 
ab!litiea, was administered to a group or retarded readora 
and a group ot normai readera who were matched on age, 
educational opportunity; and Pertormance IQ on the 
wechaler-Bei'.l.evue. 
Reauit·s ot Doehring•s study re-veaied that (a.) dis­
ability ot the retarded readers was not r·estricted to 
skilis requiring reading or spelling. Retarded readere 
were significantly inferior to normal readera on 62 ot the 
io3 measurea analyzed. They were aignificantly superior' 
to normal readers on five teata; the Wechsler-Bellevue 
Object Aeaembl7 aubt:eat and tour tests which involved 
aomeathetic· input. (b) Testa requiring verbal and visual 
jequenttal prodea6ing ��re high1y correlated with the iower 
reading factor to� retarded reader•• while teetl of oral 
vocabulary••�• highly correlated with the higher reading 
f'actor tor normal readers. (c) The two reading groups 
were ae clearly differentiated by two apoken language 
abilities (vocabultu•7 and rhyming) and two vieual abilities 
(reversals discrimination and perceptual speed) as they were 
b7 the original criterion ot oral reading retardation. 
Individual examination ot the teat profiles of nine 
retarded readers revealed certain individual ditferencea 
which were not apparent trom the group anal7eea. Two ot 
the retarded readers approached normality on verbal taska, 
one approached normality on visual tasks, another approached 
normality on most tasks that did not require reading. and 
6 
the remaining five retarded reader• ahowed no clear pattern 
of deficits. Ot particul�r relevance to the present etud1 
was �h• tindJng that all,nine retarded readers were defic­
ient on_taake requiring sequential. pro�easing. i These 
findings led Doehring.to hypotheeize that, while some 
 
retarded readers ma1· have verbal deticita and others may 
have vieua_l deficits• all_ retarded readers share the aame 
basic underlying deficit or. aequential processing. 
The ea_eential role ot sequential _proceeaing in .reading 
wae pointed out by de Hirsch (1955) wben she wrote, "ln 
order to read a little word like •mat',·• sequence ot
letters seen, a eequence. in tspace .hae to be tranale.ted 
back into a sequence of aounds heard, a eequenoe in time 
L-p. 237J." Orto�. (1937) reported that. children with
language dieabiliti•• have trouble with orderly recall ot
sequences, spatial sequencea in_t�e caae of the dyslexic. 
Kinsbourne & Warrington (1962) found that a apecitic ditti­
culty in relating the fingers to each other in correct 
spatial sequence ezi.ated in patients with finger agnosia. 
Finger agnosia .ie one symptom ot the Gerstmann Syndrome, 
a syndrome which often occurs.in conjunction witb-d7slexia. 
Thia atud7 ie an attempt to carry out two ot Doehring'• 
(1968) recommendatiQna tor. further reaearch, ( e.) that more 
intensive anal7eea ot sequential learning procoeeea in 
retarded readers be conducted, and (b) that hia etud7 be 
partially replicated uaing a refined eet ot meaaurea. 
7 
Doehring made the euggeetion that a digit repetition 
task of the t7pe uaed by Hebb (1961) would be appropriate 
to� inveatigatiori ot sequential· �roce�eirig deticit• in 
retarded readers. Hebb'• experiment wae de8igned to .
' 
investigate th·e nature of the trace in short-term memory. 
1 �ead �lou� a �eriea of riine digit• •nd 1• (oollege stu­
denta) were in'etructed to repeat· the aeries in the aame 
orde:r. Twent7-four aeriea were presented, with the aame 
aeries being repeated on·every third trial without §a 
having been intormed ·of the repetition. The .reaulte of 
the study ehowed that cumulative learning of the repeated 
aeries did occur. Hebb concluded that a single repetition 
or a eet of digits· produces a structural trace which can 
be cumulative. 
Hebb'• procedure baa been modified tor the purpose of 
investigating sequential processing deficits in reading 
retardation. Thie type of procedure could also yield 
information regarding short term memory deficits ot 
retarded readers, and thia has also been investigated in 
the present atud7. 
The uee of group intelligence and reading teats 
dittera from clinical atudiee in which individual teats 
are administered. The California Reading Teat (CRT) 
measures reading vocabulary and reading comprehension, 
whereas moat individual reading ieeta aeaaure more spe­
cific and partial aspects ot the reading process. Pearson 
8 
correlation coetticiente tor the vocabulary and compre­
hension aubteate ot .the CRT and some other standardized· 
tests �r-•: · ( a) CRT Vocabulary and. Metropolitan .. vo�a.bulary 
(Test. 2) • .so, ,(b) CRT Comprehension and Metropolitan 
Reading (Test l), .s4, (c) CRT Vocabulary and Stantord, 
Word Meaning Teat (Teat 2), .7;, and (d) CRT Compre­
hension and Stanford Paragraph Meaning (Teet·2) ,. .77. 
A .reliability coetticient: ot .95 1a reported tor the--CRT 
(California •Ac-hieYement Tests Manual, 1957). 
The Calitornia Short-Form Teat of.Mental Maturity 
(CTMM) yields a Language and a Non-Language IQ derived .from 
scores on lour aubteste: , spatial relationships, 1ogic•l 
reasoning, ,numerical reasoning, and verbal concepte •. ,Corre­
lation coetticiente reported tor the CTMM and individual 
intelligence tests are: (a) CTMM and Stanford-Binet,: .sa,
(b) CTHM and Wechsler-Bellevue, .81 1 (c). CTHH and WISC, .81.
The CTMM Manual ate.tee .that "• •.• the Short-Form· correlates 
as well with the individually administered teeta as it does 
with the other group testa, and sometimes even· better LP • 7J.n
IndiTidual reading and intelligence teat$ are generally 
regarded to .be more valid, but the impracticability ,,of admi,n­
istration ruled out the.poae-ibility·ot their uae in the 
present study. Nunnally (1959) points out, bowover, that 
group tests have been refined and have become increasingly 
precise. 
Chapter II 
Method 
Subjeqte. • .. The CTMM was administered to all seventh 
gradera in a publio junior high school during the tiret 
month ot their seventh grade year. During the eame month, 
the CRT wae administered to those students who were 
enrolled in seventh grade remedial reading, developmental 
reading, and literature claaaes. Moat students enrolled 
in remedial reading read two or more years below grade 
level.  In developmental reading claaaea some lll'ere leas, 
severely retarded readers and some were normal read,ra. 
In general, seventh grade retarded readers were chrono­
logically older than aeventh grade normal reader,, having 
repeated one or more grades in elementary school. For 
purpoaea o� the present etudy, it was desirable to match 
a group of retarded readers with a group ot normal readers 
on chronological age. In order to achieve thie by obtaining 
some older normal readers, the CRT was also administered to 
an eighth grade enriched class. Mental ages tor the eighth 
gradera were computed from intelligence quotients they 
obtained on the CTMM which had been adminiatered one year 
9 
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earlier when they were in the seventh grade. 
Intelligence quotients, mental agea, chronological 
agea,_and reading grade equivalent ecorea were available 
tor 1.59 caucasian students. Those with Non-Language IQ•s 
' '  ' ' 
below 84, histories ot eevere.illnesaea, unuaually low 
attendance records, abnormal pa7chiatric statue, or vision 
and hearing detects were excluded .from the study. From the 
remaining seventh graders, a group ot 14 retarded readers 
was selected •.. A group of 14 normal readera, 10 seventh 
graders and 4 eighth graders, wae selected to match the 
retarded readers on Non-Language IQ and chronological age. 
To control tor the aex factor, seven girls and aeven boys 
! < • ' 
were included in each group. Non-Language IQ'e are shown 
in Table l and chronological agee in Table 2. 
Intelligence and reading criteria were in accord with 
the recommendations of Rabinovitch et al. (1954). Non­
Language IQ•.s rather than Language IQt a were used aa the 
index ot mental age, because scores on language teats are 
more seriously attected by the reading inadequacy iteelt. 
It can be interred from this rationale that reading achieve­
ment and Language intelligence ecores would be more highly 
correlated than reading achievement and Non-Language intelli­
gence ecorea. The Pe•raon correlation coefficient tor 
Language IQ and reading grade equivalent tor the 28 §.a in 
the present study was .85, whereas the same statistic tor 
Non-Language IQ and reading grade equivalent waa only .39.
Table l 
.Non-Language IQ on the CTMM 
l!£atdeg Readers 
NLXQ ™ 
12.3 M 
121 M 
121 M 
llS F 
·109 · F
106 F
. 105 M
102 · M
102 P
100 M
.·97 F
93· F
ea r
---:::8-11.9 M
Total 1468 
Mean 104.9 
Normal Rea.<1era 
mg' I.!& 
1.31 F 
120 F 
118 P 
116 M 
113 M 
lll M 
109 r 
108 M 
107 r 
100 M 
9.5 M 
91 M 
90 F 
e.2 r · 
Total 1495 
Mean 106.7 
Analyeie of Variance 
Source df MS , 
Between Oroupa 1 26.04 .17 
Within Groups 26 155.23 
r •95(1. 26) -4.23
11 
. Table 2 
Chronological Age 
B1tatded ftes�!tl Noma.Ji Bsaaste£1 
h_ge �D 
.. Age �n 
Mon;t:h1 . .ls J:!ontb1 is. 
175 M 176 . ,
175 M l.69 H 
174 ' 163 M 
170 , 163 F 
168 , 161 JI 
167 . , lSS F 
165 H lSS F 
164 , 152 M 
157 F 152 M 
156 M 151 , 
1;6 F 151 M 
1s; M 149 M 
147 M 148 F 
147 M -lil , 
Total 2276 Total 2189 
Mean 162.6 Mean 156.4 
Analysis of Variance 
Source 
Between Groups 
Within Groups 
dt HS F 
1 270.32 3.13 
26 86.26. 
12 
- ------
-
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Theae·two correlation coetticlents differ aigniticantly at 
the .01 ievel ot significance. 
· • The criterion for reading retardation was reading
achievement of two or more years below expected grade place­
ment. Expected grade placement, baae·d on Non-Language 
 
Mental Age was determined by referring to the Grade Placement 
and Age· Norms ot ·the Calirornia Achievement Teat·•• The 
expected res.ding grade placement was subtracted from the 
actual reading grade equivalent on the CRT to dete��ine 
degree·ot reading retardation or acceleration •. Students 
were coneidered to be normal readers it their reading grade 
equivalent on the CRT was no more than three month■ below 
their expected reading grade placement. Hine ot the normal 
readers were acjelerat�d, while five read slightly below 
expectanc1. In Table 3, cl'egree or retardation or accel­
eration is shown for each ot the 28 .§.s. The means ot -3.8 
tor the retarded readere and +.6 tor the normal readers did 
d:ltter significantly· at the .01 level ot significance. 
Although use ot the broad term "reading retardation" 
is generally preferred tor studies conducted in achool 
settings, it is quite possible that the selected retarded 
readers in this atud7 could be claasitied ae dyslexics 
for the following reasons: (a) As shown in Table 4, the 
mean discrepancy between Language and Non-Language IQ tor 
retarded readers waa 22.21, a mean discrepancy slightly 
greater than that reported by Rabinovitch et al. (1954). 
?fLHA 
187 
193 
184 
184 
· 179
177
180
167
162
167
165
152
148
133
Table 3
Hon-Language Mental Age (BLMA), Expected 
Reading Grade Placement (EROP), Reading grade 
Equivalent (RGI), and Degree ot 
Retardation (DR-) or Acceleration (DA+) 
B1tatd!d B•a�1£1 l 
DR -5 
·Noma}. B1ade£1
or 
IBGP IQl RA,+} 11.L&. 
10.0 4.0 -6.o 197 10.6 10.3 
1 0.4 6.1 -4.3 187 10.0 9.7 
9.8 6.2 -3.6· 179 10::.0 10.3 
9.s 6.o -3.8 191 10.2 11.3 
9.4 5.9 .3.5 195 10.5 10.9 
9 • .3 5.6 ... 3.7 185 9.s 11.3 
9., 3.9 -s.6 172 9.0 10.4 
s.6 3.7 -4-5 163 s.2 s.o
8.2 3.7 -4-5 166 s.5 8.2 
s.6 6.4 -2.2 153 7.4 9.0 
8.4 4.4 -4.0 145 6.7 6.e
7,.'J 4.5 -2.8 155 7.6 7.3 
7.0 4. S -2.5 134 ,.s 8.2 
14 
DR(-) 
or 
DA(+) 
- .,- .,
+ .3
+1.1
+ .4
+1.s
+1.4
- .2
- .3
+l.6
- .1
: .3 
+2.4
5.s ,.s ,-2.Q 138 6.2 7.2 -f-1 
Mean -J.8 Mean + .  
- - --
--
Table 4 
Diacrepanoiea Between Language 
and Non-Language IQ on CTHM 
.LIQ. . NLIQ nisc. 
100 123 23NL 
89 · 121 · · ,32NL 
105 121 16NL 
86 115 · 29NL 
79 109 30NL 
79 106 27NL 
64 105 41NL 
69 102· 33NL 
94 102 8NL 
99 100 lNL 
70 97 27NL 
60 93 33NL 
74 88 l4NL 
89 86 3L 
Total 3llNL 
Mean 22.21 
. Normal Read9rs 
m !LlQ. Rine, 
122 131 9NL 
114 120 6NL 
129 118 llL 
129 116 13L 
128 113 lSL 
131 . 111 20L 
112 109 3L 
101 108 7NL 
103 107 4NL 
llS 100 l5L 
84 95 llNL 
85 91 6NL 
94 90 4L 
79 a6 7NL 
Total 31L 
Mean 2.21 
15 
---
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(b) Retarded readers with diagnosed or euepected psychiat�ic
abnormalitiet were excluded from the study •.. (c) Subjective 
judgmenta·ot the retarded readers• reading teachers indi­
cated that most of the retarded readers exhibited some ot 
the reading '. traits characteristically associated with 
dyslexia, e.g. frequent letter and word reversals, word 
guessing, inability to recognize simple words, difficulty 
maintaining lett-right orientation. 
Educational opportunity and sociocultural environment 
were judged to be essentially the same tor both groups, as 
all §.s had attended the same or similar elementary schools. 
The junior high achool f�om which Ia were eelected and the 
elementary schools which the1 had previously attended are 
located in a low socioeconomic area. 
Proc1dure. Four of the tasks involved are modifi­
cations of Hebbfs (1961) procedure. In the tour tasks 
described below. different sensory modalities are involved: 
(a) Task Is· Auditory etimuli and auditory responses,
(b) Task Ila· Visual stimuli and visual responses, (c) Task
III: Visual stimuli and visual-kinesthetic responses, and 
(d) Task IV: Auditory stimuli and auditor7-viaual responses.
Task l• Qigits. On each ot ten trials ,I read aloud in 
random order a aeries of rive digits (l, 3, ;, 7, 9) at the 
rate ot one per eecond. Is were instructed to listen care­
fully and repeat the aeries in the same order. The same 
series ot digits was preaent.ed on trials l, 4, 7, and 10. 
17 
Presentations were identical tor all!•• On each trial, 
the number of digits repeated in the correct aerial position 
was.recorded. The number of perfect repetitione·6f an 
entire aeries of five digit� was also.recorded tor each!• 
!!.!ls. ll• Shapeg. On each or ten trials A viewed a card 
containing a random eequence or five geometric shapes (atar, 
circle, cross, triangle, quarter moon) tor five seconds. 
He was then asked to arrange tive smaller cards, one of 
the shapes being on each card, in the 6rder in which they 
appeared on the larger card. Aa in Task I, the same series 
ot shapes was presented on trials 1, 4, 7, and 10, and the 
sequence on each trial was identical tor all i•• Scoring 
procedures were the same as in Task I. 
IJuus, Ill• Blocks. Five blue wooden blocks were placed l" 
apart on a t&ble·between i and l• I. tapped each or the 
five blocks in random .order at the rate ot one per second. 
! was instructed to watch caretully and repeat the sequence
of taps in the same order. · Number of trials,· position of 
repeated series, and scoring procedures were the same as 
in Tasks I and II. 
!!.l.l£. IV. SouncJ1• Ten trial a o·t five famlliar a·ounds (dog, 
horse, clock, doorbell, saw) were taped in random order • 
. Each sound lasted three seconds, with one second between 
sounds. A was given five pictures on cards, one picture to 
be associated with each sound. To be aure'that each S could -
identity the sounds, a pre-experimental trial was conducted 
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in· which .§, was ·asked to ·point to the pi.cture associated with 
each sound as he heard it. · All .§s were able. to correctly 
identity e.11 .rive sounds on the pre-experimental trial. 
Each §. waa then given ten trials. At the end ot .each . 
tri�l he wa� asked to arrange the associated pictures in 
the order in which he had heard the sounds. Position of 
repeated series and scoring procedures were the same as in 
the previous tasks. 
Appendix A showa the sequences or stimuli presented on 
each 0£ the ten trials tor the tour tasks. Order ot pre­
sentation of the tour tasks was counter.balanced by randomi­
zation. 
Five weeks after original testing, ell !s were retested 
on the tour sequential processing taake with the order or
presentation tor each ,&i being the same as on original 
testing. Composite acores from the non-repeated trials ot
the tour tasks were used to compute a test-retest reliabil�,.: 
ity coefficient. The sequential processing tasks appear to 
have face and content validity, as all tour tasks do involve 
reproduction of a ,series of stimuli in a particular sequence. 
The four tests which Doehring (1968) found to clearly. 
differentiate retarded and normal readers were: (a) Minne­
sota Aphasia: Rhyming (b) Wechsler-Bellevue: Vocabulary, 
(c) Thurstone,Reversals, and (d) Visual Perceptual Speed:
Single Form. In the present study, the Vocabulary subtest 
ot the WISC was substituted tor the Vocabulary subtest ot
19 
the Wechsler-Bellevue, and the tour tests were administered. 
Scores from tbeae tour teats were combined with scores.from 
the ·rour sequential proceasing tasks and ·.!' multiple corre­
lation ·coetticient was· computed: to determine· which measures 
best differentiate retarded readers and normal reade.re. 
Chapter III 
Results 
Sequential Processing Tngka. Four scores were 
recorded, tor each§. on each or the tour sequential proc­
essing tasks: (a) number or responses in correct serial 
position on non-repeated trials (trials l, 2 1 3, S; 6, 
8, and 9), (b) number ot perfect repetitions ot a series 
of five on non-repeated trials, (c) number ot responses 
in correct aerial position on repeated trials (trials 4, 
7, and 10), and (d) number of perfect repetitions of a 
series ot five on repeated trials. The data were analymed 
by tour 2 x A analyses ot variance, one analysis tor each 
of the dependent variablea. ANOV summary tables for the 
four analyses are shown in Tables S, 6. 7, end 8. Means 
tor the retarded readers and normal readers did differ 
significantly at the .05 level or significance tor all 
tour dependent variables. 
Differences between the ordered means tor the four 
sequential processing taek� are shown in Tables, 9, 10, 
11,. and 12. Meana for the digits, a,ounda, and .blocks 
tasks were significantly greater than the mean .for.the 
shapes task, and. the mean for the• digits task. was aigniti-
20 
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Table· 5 
Analysis or Variance: Number or Responses in 
Correct Serial Position on Non-Repeated Trials 
Source dt MS r 
Reading Group (A) l 1s5.15 4.62* 
Task, (B) 3 187.07 11.08* 
A X B j) 13.7s .82 
*P < .05 F 95(1,26)•4.23 
F: 9 S ( .3 , 78 ) •2 • 7 3 
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Table 6 
··Analysis of· Variance: Perteet. 
Repetitions on Non-Repeated Trials. 
Source df HS , 
Reading Group (A) 1 21.44 4.6?* 
Task (B) ' 23.51 11.04* 
A X B 3 .1.41 .66 
11-J> <::: .05 F.95(1,26)•4.23
F.95(3,78)•2.73
Table 7 
Analysis or Variance: Number ot Responses in 
Correct Serial Position on Repeated Trials 
Source df MS 
Reading Oroup (A) l 57.15
Task (B) 3 36.9.3
A X B 3 9.93 
23 
F 
8.15* 
4.84* 
1 • .30 
*P <:: .05 F.95(1,26)•4.23
F.95(3,78)•2.7.3
Source 
Reading Group 
Task- (B) 
A X B 
-lt> < .o; 
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Table 8 
analysis or Variance:•· Perfect 
Repetitions on Repeated Trials 
d.f MS F 
(A) 1 7.00 8.14* 
3 4.77 5-07*
.3 1.17 1.24 
F�95l1.26)•4.23 
F.95(.3,78)•2.73
2S 
Table 9 
Differences Between Ordered Means: Number of Responses 
in Correct Serial Position on Non-Repeated Trials 
Sha.pee Blocka Sounds D;is;i�I 
Task II Task III Task IV Task I 
Task II 2.46* 4-39* 6.00* 
'l'aek III 1.9.3 3.54• 
Ta.ak IV 1.61 
�< .o; 
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Table 10 
Differences Between Ordered Means: 
Perteet Repetitions on Non-Repeated Trials 
Sl:!aJ!e! Blocks SounsSa D!&ita 
Task II Task III Task IV Taak I 
Task II .96• 1.57• 2.14• 
Task III .61 1.1a• 
Task IV .57 
4tp < .05 
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Table 11 
Differences Between Ordered Mea.ne: Number ot Responses 
in Correct Serial Position on Repeated 1risls 
Task II 
Task III 
Task IV 
*P <:. .o;
Shapeg 
Task II 
Blocks 
Task III 
.68 
§oun¢1
.Task IV 
l.;96* 
1.28 
Digits 
Task I 
-,54 
2.50* 
l.82* 
Task II 
Task III 
Task IV 
*P < .05
Table 12 
Di.tterencea Between Ordered Means: 
.Perfect Repetitions on Repeated Trials 
Sbaneg Blocks Sounsht 
Task II Task III Task IV 
.15 .61* 
.46 
28 
D1ig!t1 
Task I 
.90• 
-75*
.29 
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cently greater than the mean tor the blocks task on the two 
meaaurea:'.from the non-repeated triala. On the two measures 
from the repeated trials, means were significantly greater 
on digita and sounds than on shapes, and signiticantl7 
greater on digits than on blocks. Means for the blocks 
and shapes tasks did not ditter significantly aa the1 had 
on non-repeated trials. Reading. status and type of task 
did not interact significantly. 
Summary.tables tor the rhyming, vocabulary, reveraale, 
and perceptual speed tests taken trom Doehring'• (1968) 
study are . shown in Tables 13, 14, 15, and 16. Means tor 
the retarded roadere·and normal readers did differ signifi­
cantly on th.e rhyming and vocabulary tests. but did not. 
differ signiticantly on the revereals and perceptual speed 
tests. 
Mean number ot·reaponsea in correct aerial position on 
non-repeated trials was used ae the score for each I on 
each or the four sequential proceaaing.taeka. Theae tour 
scores were combined with scores from the tour tests taken 
from Doehringts study and a multiple correlation coefficient 
was computed• with retarded reading and normal reading being 
treated as dichotomies. The multiple correlation coeffi­
cient ot .702 1a significant at the .05 level; with such a 
small number or .§.s, however, shrinkage ia.appreciable, and 
the corrected multiple correlation coetticient ot .562 ie 
not significant. Table 17 shows contributiona or the eight 
Source 
Between Groupe 
Within Groupe 
itp <: .os 
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Table 1.3 
Analysis of Variance: Rhyming 
df 
l 
26 
MS F 
170.04 10.71• 
15.87 
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Table 14 
Analysis of Variance:. Vocabulary 
Source 
Between Groupe 
Within Groups 
dt 
l 
26 
MS p 
416.57 8.2)* 
50.61 
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Table 15 
Analysis ot Variance: Reveres.le 
Source dt MS F 
Between Groups l 234�.'.32 3.26 
Within Groups 26 71.79 
F ,.95(1,26)•4.23 
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Table 16 
Analyaia · of Variance: · P.erceptua.l Speed 
· Source dt MS , 
a·etween Groups 1 72 • .32 2.41 
Within Groups 26 .30.01 
F.95(1,26)•4.2.3
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variables to the multiple co .. •relation coefficient. Regres­
sion weighta ·tor the eight teats are•ahown in Table 18. 
A multiple corr·elation coefficient ueirit  degree or·
retardati·on or acceleration as the· criterion waa aleo · com­
puted. · The multiple correlation ·cooff'icient· ot • 7'J6 wae 
significant at the ·.os level, but the corrected mult'iple 
correlation coefficient ot .617 tailed to reach significance. 
Intercorrelationa ot the eight ·teats are ehown in Table 19. 
Cumu;i.atiye Learnin1i• Cumulative learning or the 
repeated s•�iea p�e�ented on trials l, 4, 7, arid 10 was 
inveatig•ated by performing a 2 x A groups by triala analysis 
of variance tor ench of the tour tasks. Summary tables for 
the tour analyses are ahown in Tables 20, 21� 22, and 23. 
Means for the retarded readers and the normal readers did 
not differ significantly on any ot the four tasks, and the 
only task on which cumulative leuming occurred waa the 
sounds task (see Table 24). Graphs showing number of 
respon�es in correct serial positi�n on the ten trials are 
shown in Figure 1. 
From com�osite scores on the tour.sequential processing 
tasks, a t�at-retest feareon reliability coefficient ot .368 
was obtained.· Thia coefficient tailed to reach the .374
critical value required tor significance at the .05 eigniti­
cance level. 
Table 17 
Contributions .or Eight Testa t9 the 
Multiple Correlation Coefficient 
(Rhyming•Rh, Digits•D, Voca
.
bulary•V, Revereale•Rev., 
Sounds•Sd., Perceptual .Speed•PS, Blocks•B, Shapee•ShJ 
Tests R cR 
Rhyming •540*
Rh + D .617* -597*
Rh + D + V .663* .628* 
Rh + D + V + Rev .682* .6Jl* 
Rh + D + V +Rev + Sd .696* .628* 
Rh + D + V +Rev + Sd + PS .699* .610 
Rh + D + V + Rev + Sd + PS + B .701• .588 
Rh + D + V + Rev + Sd + PS + B + Sh .702• .562 
ilp <. .os 
3S 
----
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Table 18 
Regression Weigh.ts or Eight Testa· 
nestenm�on 
Test Weight 
Rhyming .04 
Digits (Task I) .24 
Vocabulary · .01
Reversals .... 01 
Sounds (Task IV) -.16 
Perceptual Speed .006 
Blocks (Task III) .04 
Shupes (Task II) -.03 
Tests 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6* 
7 
8 
Test 1: 
Test 2:
Test .3: 
Test 4: 
Test ;: 
Test 6: 
Test 7: 
Test 8: 
Table 19 
Intercorrelations of Eight Tests 
l 2 3 4 5 6* 7 
.0.5 .,s .2; .18 -.11 .18 
.20 .62 .33 -.10 .2,3 
.14 .17 -.16 .19 
.43 -.27 .40 
-.10 • .32
-.17 
Digits 
Sh,ipes 
Blocks 
Sounds 
Perceptual Speed 
Revere ala* 
Rhyming 
Vocabulary 
37 
8 
.13 
.10 
.33 
.35 
.43 
--33 
.50 
*Scores on the Reversals test were based on number or errors,
while scores on the other seven tests were based on number o·r
correct responses; thus the Reversals teat ia negatively
correlated with the other seven tests.
Source 
Reading Group 
Trial (B) 
A X B 
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Table 20 
Analysis of Variance: Cumulative 
Learning on Digits (Task I) 
df MS F 
(A} l 4.72. 2.18 
3 .10 .28 
3 .53 1.47 
F.95(1,26)•4.23
F.95(3,78)•2.7.3
Source· 
Reading Group 
Trial (B) 
A X B 
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Table 21 
Analysis of Variance: Cumulative 
Learning on Sha.pea (Task II) 
dt MS F 
(A) 1 10 • .32 2.26 
3 2.96 1.68 
3 2.20 1.25 
F 95(l,26)a4.23 
,:95(3,78)•2.73 
Source 
Reading Group 
Trial (B) 
A X B 
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Table 22 
Analysis of Variance: Cumulative 
Learning on Blocks (Task III) 
dt MS 1 
(A) l 10.94 3.66 
3 1.18 .81 
.3 .75 .52 
F.95(1,26)-=4.23
F.95(.3 .,78)ca2.73
Source 
Reading Group 
Trial (B) 
A X B 
*p < .05
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Table 2.3 
Analysis of Variance: Cumulative 
Learning on Sounds (Task IV) 
df MS F 
(A) 1 .04 .02 
.3 2.97 2.75• 
3 .06 .06 
F.95(1,26)-=4.2.3
F.95(3,78)•2.73
Repeated 
Trial 4 
Trial l 
Trial 7 
Table 24 
Differences Between Ordered Means: 
Cumulative Learning on Sounds ttaek IV) 
Trial 4 Trial l 
.18 
Trial 7 
.43 
.25 
Trial 10 
-75*
.57 
.32 
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Chapter IV 
Discussion 
SegugntSal froceesing._ Results or this study indi�ate 
that retarded renders are deficient on tasks invoiving 
sequential processing, both auditory and visual. They 
were also deficient on the two verbal_ auditory tests which 
Doehring (1968) used,.i.e. rhyming and vocabulary. They 
were not deticient on the two visual tests which did not 
involve sequential processing, i.e. reve_rsale and perceptual 
speed. This latter finding should not be interpreted to 
mean that retarded readers are not deficient on other 
visual tasks, and en explanation for this ia provided in 
the Doehring study. Doehring's multiple correlatiun pro­
cedure, a multiple stepwise regression analysis, indicated 
the degree to which retarded readers and normal readers 
were differentiated by specific combinations ot measures, 
and he pointed out that "a number or nonreading tests which 
were highly �iseriminative as individual measures were not 
selected at all because ot the high correlation ot their 
power to di•criminate reading status with that ot previously 
selected measures L-P• 103J. n Among those highly discrimi-
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native as individual measures which were not selected by 
this procedure were two visual memory tasks. The reversals 
and perceptual speed tests used in the present study were 
less discriminative as individual measures in Doehring's 
study than were the two visual memory tests. Doehring's 
hypothesis that retarded readers have verbal and/or visual 
deficits, accompanied by an underlying basic sequential ,, 
procening deficit, is strongly supported by the present 
findings. 
Even though control was exerted on Non-Language IQ, 
age, sex, race, and socio-economic level, results or the 
cor;relational pa.rt or this study must be interpreted 
cautiously, as the number or .§.s is emall and the number 
ot tests administer'ed relatively large. Nevertheless, the 
results are consistent with D�ehring's ;1ndings. The four
tests taken from the Doehring study and used in this study 
contributed to the.discrimination of retarded and normal 
readers in the same relative order as they did in the 
Doehring study. Rhyming differentiated the groups beet, 
vocabulary and reversals contributed a. considerable nmount 
to the multiple correlation coefficient, end perceptual 
speed contributed least. 
While rhyming was the measure which best differentiated 
the two reading groups, one or the sequential processing 
measures, digits, provided the greatest increase of dis­
crimination. It is likely that the rhyming test itself
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involves a basic ability to handle sequences, as the sub­
ject is required to emit a series of spoken words that sound 
:similar to a. given word •. Again, this ,indicates that while 
.retarded re3dere may be deficient. on.verbal and/or visual 
iaeks not requiring sequential processing, they are even 
more deticient on tasks requiring sequential processing. 
The low reliability coefficient obtained for the 
sequential processing tasks may be. attributed to several 
factors. Thorndike end Hagen (1955) state that age, grade, 
socio-economic, and ability ranges of the group tested are 
factors wbic� must be considered in comparing reliability 
coefficients� Higher reliability coefficients may be 
expected when gro�pa are heterog.eneoua in respect to those 
factors. Because of the nature of the present study, the 
groups were selected to be homogeneous in regard to age, 
grade, socio-economic level, and ability. Reliability of 
a test also depends on the length of the test, with reli­
ability usually increasing as length of the test increases. 
Short test■ involved in the present study, coupled with 
homogeneity ot groups tested, could well account for the 
low reliability coefficient obtained. 
Guilford (1956) points out that unreliable measures 
reduce the power of tests ot significance. Yet, in spite 
of another power-reducing limitation, small N, statistical 
tests used in the present study revealed significant 
differences between retarded readers and normal readers on 
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the tour sequential processing tasks. This finding attests 
t� the reliability of the tasks. It is likely that test� 
retest administration of· these four tasks to large hetero­
geneous groupa·would result in increasing the reliabilit;v 
coefficient considerably. 
Cumulative Learning. Lack of evidence tor cumulative 
learning ot the repeated series (except in the sounds task) 
must also be interpreted cautiously. For purposes ot the 
present study, Hebbts (1961) procedure was modified by 
decreasing the number of trials from 24 to 10 and decreasing 
the length or the series of stimuli presented from 9 to 5.
It seems likely that this resulting procedure would be a 
less sensitive measure of cumulative learning. Future 
research' should take this into· consideration. 
A finding ot particular relevance to reading retardation 
was that retarded readers and normal renders did not differ 
significantly in amount of cumulative learning on any of the 
tour tasks. A deficit in associative learning on the part 
or retarded readers has been generally accepted by some· 
investigators (Schiffman, 1962; Rabinovitch, 1962). This 
indicates that further research is warranted, and it is 
recommended that tull cognizance be taken of the accumulated 
knowledge derived 'rrom studies in the la.boratori'es or 
learning psychologists • 
.s.ax, Ratio. Some students who met the criteria for 
reading retardation outlined in the present study were not 
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includ�d as Ss because of leek of testing time. It was 
. interesting to-note, however, that ot the 48 students who 
.met the criteria tor reading retardation, 29 were girls (60%) 
and 19 were boys (40%). A further unusual finding was that 
25 (86%) cf the retarded reader girls had significantly 
higher CTMM Non-Language than Language !Q's (at least 15 
points discrepancy), -whereas this was true for only 1.3 (68%) 
or the retarded reader boys. Comp�risons with the clinical 
study b;y Rabinovitch et al. (1954) in which.he reported that 
there were no girls in the dyslexic group are difficult to 
make because group tests are involved in one case and 
individual teats in the other. It would seem unlikely, 
however, that thie difference alone could account for such 
contrast in findings because (a) Rabinovitch'a detinition 
or reeding retardation .was adopted tor this study, (b) re­
ports indicate that the CRT is highly correlat•d with the·
Metropolitan Reading Test, one of the reading tests used by 
Rabinovit.ch, and ( cl the CTMM is reported to be highly 
correlated.with the Wechsler Intelligence Scales which were 
used by Rabinov1tch. • 
Clinical studies and school ·studies or reading retard­
ation bav$ often yielded conflicting results. One possible 
explanation tor this. lies in the already mentioned fact that 
less preci$e diagnostic tools are usually employed in school 
studies, with individual tests being used in the clinical 
situation and group tests 'fn the school situation. Differ-
--
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ences in definitions ct reading retardation ofter another 
explanation. Defining reading retardation .as reading. 
ability of two years below grade level, rather than two 
years below expected reading grade level as determined by 
Non-Language IQ, would obviously result in a different 
sample of retarded readers. Results ot this study indicate 
that, when Rabindvit�h•a definition 0£ reading retardati�n 
is used, retarded readers selected from a school population 
and retarded readers in a clinical situation show important· 
similarities. Retarded readers exhibited most ot the same 
deficits in this school study as they had in Doehring'a 
clinical study, with the same,meaeuree best differentiating 
retarded readers and normal renders in both studies. While 
the percentage ot female retarded readers in this school 
setting differs from most clinical reports, it is more in 
line with other field studies. As Newbrough and Kelly (1962) 
pointed out, the integration ot knowledge trom these two 
complementary approaches should result in a more complete 
understanding ot reading disability. 
Chapter V 
Summary and Conclusions 
Doehring (1968) hypothesized that a basic sequential 
processing deficit underlies specific reading disability. 
To investigate sequential processing deficits in reading 
retardation, four tasks involving the reproduction or 
stimuli in s particular sequence were administered to a 
group ot retarded readers and a group or normal readers 
matched on age• sex, race� educational opportunity, socio­
cultural environment, and Non-Language IQ on the CTMM. 
The normal readers were significantly superior to the 
retarded readers on the tour sequential processing tasks 
end on two other tests, voc&bulary and rhyming. The two 
groups did not difter significantly on reversals discrim­
ination, perceptual speed, or cumulative learning. These 
results clearly support the hypothesis that retarded readers 
are basically deficient in ability to process sequences. 
Procedures and results of clinical studies were com­
pared with those of the present junior high school study. 
Similarities and differences of retarded readers in clinical 
settings and retarded readers participating as !s in this 
study were delineated and discussed. 
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APPENDIX A 
Order or Preaentation of Stimuli 
Trial l* 
Trial 2 
Trial 3 
Trial 4* 
Trial 5 
Trial 6 
Trial 7* 
Trial 8
Trial 9 
Trial 10* 
Task I 
Digits 
5,1,9.3,7* 
5,7,1,3,9 
3,5,1,7,9 
5,1,9,.3,7* 
1.,9,5,7,.3 
9,3,5,7,1 
5,1,9,3,7* 
.3,1,7,5,9 
5,.3,1,9,7 
5,l,9,.3,7* 
Order of Presentation of Stimuli 
Task It 
Shapes 
star, triangle, cross, 
moon, circle* 
cross, moon, circle, 
triangle, star 
cross, triangle, star, 
moon, circle 
star, triangle, cross, 
moon, circle* 
star, circle, triangle, 
moon, cross 
moon, circle, star, 
cross, triangle 
star, triangle, cross, 
moon, circle* 
cross, star, triangle, 
circle, moon 
circle, moon, cross, 
triangle, star 
star, triangle, cross, 
moon, circle* 
Task III 
Blocks 
5,2,1,4,.3* 
1,5,2,3,4 
3,5,l,2,4 
5,2,1,4,.3* 
.3,2,4,1,5 
5,1.,4,J,2 
5,2,1,4,3* 
1,5,2,4,3 
3,5,2,1,4 
5,2,1,4·,3* 
*Repeated series of stimuli
Task IV 
Sounds 
dog, horse, doorbell, 
saw, clock* 
doorbell, dog, clock, 
saw, horse 
clock, doorbell, dog, 
saw, horse 
dog, horse, doorbell, 
ea.w, clock* 
horse, saw, dog, 
doorbell, clock 
doorbell, clock ., dog, 
saw, horse 
dog, horse, doorbell, 
saw, clock* 
doorbell, saw, dog, 
horse, clock 
horse, doorbell, 
clock, dog, oaw 
dog, horse, doorbell, 
saw, clock* 
V'I 
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